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Interview Legendary Newsman Marvin Scott on: 

FAKE NEWS AND THE TRUTH BEHIND THE BIGGEST HEADLINES IN 

RECENT HISTORY  
 

Over a career spanning more than 50 years, veteran journalist Marvin Scott has seen it all. From inter-

national headlines to local heroes, the eleven-time Emmy Award winner and member of the New York 

State Broadcasters Hall of Fame has covered the news with objectivity and integrity, bringing journal-

istic excellence to every level of reporting. Scott has interviewed six presidents and top Hollywood ce-

lebrities, visited the front lines of war in the Middle East and Asia, and witnessed the rise of America’s 

space program―all in a day’s work. 

 

In fact, Scott’s new book, As I Saw It: A Reporter’s Intrepid Journey, reflects on the stories that have 

stuck with him personally over the years, and the people who gave them life — from political scandals 

to hauntings at Amityville, local tragedies, triumphs and absurdities find their place alongside accounts 

of crime, redemption, war and celebrity on a national scale.   

 
Bringing a multi-dimensional lens to real news and journalistic integrity, in an amusing, engaging and 

provocative interview, the iconic Scott can discuss and expand upon: 

 

• Fake news, its impact, and the state of journalism today 

• Building the trust of viewers through his integrity and dedication to his craft 

• The emotions that make up some of the biggest stories of our lifetime  

• The most devastating, joyous & rewarding moments of his career  

• His love and passion for news and photography 

• The evolution of the news business over the last 50 years  

• Who he deems as the most misunderstood celebrity/political figure  

• Recalling experiences as a reporter on the front lines of war  

 

Veteran print and broadcast journalist Marvin Scott is a member of the New York State Broad-

casters Hall of Fame and the recipient of eleven Emmy awards for journalistic achievement. He 

began his career as a feature writer for the NY Herald Tribune, and was a contributing writer 

for Parade Magazine. Currently, Scott is the Senior Correspondent for WPIX-TV in New York. 

Among his many honors is the Ellis Island Medal of Honor for outstanding Americans. Scott is 

also an accomplished photographer, whose work has been exhibited in galleries.  

 

His new book, As I Saw It, is available on Amazon and through other fine booksellers. Scott can 

be found on Twitter and Facebook.    

 

### 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQazCHV4LYU
https://www.amazon.com/As-Saw-Reporters-intrepid-journey-ebook/dp/B06ZZCVTBR/
https://www.amazon.com/As-Saw-Reporters-intrepid-journey-ebook/dp/B06ZZCVTBR/
https://twitter.com/PIXScott
https://www.facebook.com/pixmarvinscott/

